Call for presentations, Big Data Conference 2020

A fast-forward (FF) + virtual poster (VP) sessions will be organized as part of the Big Data Conference 2020. In the FF presentations, each participant gets to show a 3-minute video to briefly summarize her/his research. Directly after the FF, (a few at the time) participants will be redirected to breakout rooms where it will be possible to present their VP and interact with the interested public. There will be a few rounds with set-up during the first conference day (December 3).

The FF+VP presentations can focus on either ongoing research or new ideas:

1) *Ongoing research* will focus on research recently published or at an advanced stage of elaboration. The main goal here is to present research results of general interest for the public of the conference and eventually receive feedback on ongoing work.

2) *New ideas* will focus on future research, plans, or simply new ideas. The goal here is to share with the public their own plans, receive feedback, find partners and possibly find synergies to develop future research together.

**Submission**

To submit to the FF+VP session, participants should submit a 500-word abstract briefly presenting the research by **November 9th**, 2020 to Diana Unander, diana.unander@lnu.se. Each participant can submit at most two abstracts.

Acceptance information will be sent out by **November 13th**, 2020.

If accepted, a video (in videos in 720p and mp4 format) of maximum 3 minutes should be sent by **November 24th**, 2020.

For more information or questions, please contact:

- Ilir Jusufi – ilir.jusufi@lnu.se
- Rafael Messias Martins – rafael.martins@lnu.se
- Johan Bergh – johan.bergh@lnu.se
- Romain Herault – romain.herault@lnu.se (related to the video)